SUPPLEMENTAL FORM
DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGY

To help us plan for the educational interests of prospective graduate students, we ask that you select the track (MS thesis or MA non-thesis) which you will probably choose to pursue. In addition, be please consult the descriptions of current faculty research on the web (www.wm.edu/biology/faculty-res.php) and list faculty members (in order of preference) whose interests most clearly reflect yours. This information does not represent a commitment by you, or the faculty, to pursue a program in any particular area. After your arrival, you will be able to consult in detail with all faculty and then make a more informed decision about your program.

Also, please tell us below how you heard about your program.

Thank you.

Your Name _________________________________________

________ MS thesis

________ MA non-thesis

Faculty advisor whose interests most closely reflects yours:

_______________________________________________
(first choice)

_______________________________________________
(second choice)

How did you learn of the graduate program in biology at William and Mary?

_______ Peterson’s Guide

_______ Flyer

_______ W&M Web Page

_______ List-serve posting

_______ Personal recommendation

_______ Other (describe)